ABSTRACT Dehazing has emerged as a promising technology to recover the clear image from an input hazy image, such that the image quality can be significantly enhanced. However, it is still an open issue to quantitatively evaluate the performance of existing dehazing algorithms. To fill in this gap, we propose an effective performance evaluation method for image dehazing by exploiting synthetic outdoor hazy images dataset. To be specific, we first synthesize hazes on the original haze-free images to approximate the realworld hazy scenes. A dataset that contains original images, synthetic hazy images, estimated depth maps, and transmission maps of the same scene is then established. Due to the fact that the generation of the synthetic hazy images is based on the physical model which is strongly related to the depth information, an effective depth estimation method that combines the geometry and edge information is proposed. With the estimated depth map, we are able to create a corresponding hazy scene with high fidelity. Numerous experiments are conducted to verify the consistency of subjective and objective evaluation of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image is a prevalent transmission media in our daily life. The image quality can greatly impact the accuracy of the message and the visual perception. However, outdoor images can be severely degraded when captured in hazy weather condition that occurs frequently nowadays. This will prevent a plethora of computer vision applications from working normally, such as intelligent vehicles, outdoor objective recognition, surveillance, etc. To address the above issue, single image dehazing algorithms gained extensive research efforts [1] - [12] . They can be classified into two main categories, namely enhancement-based approach and restorationbased approach. More precisely, the enhancement-based approach attempts to enhance the visibility of hazy images without considering the reasons for image degradation, such as methods [1] - [3] . The restoration-based approach aims to study the physical process of the image degradation and establish the model of the hazy image. In the literature, Fattal [4] assumes that image shading and scene transmission are locally uncorrelated; Meng et al. [5] propose a boundary constrain integrated with a contextual regularization; Tarel and Hautiere [6] assume that the depth map must be smooth except along edges with large depth jumps; He et al. [7] develop a well-known dark channel prior (DCP); Zhu et al. [8] introduce a color attenuation prior; Bui et al. propose segmenting DCP (SDCP) [9] ; Yu et al. [10] perform block-to-pixel interpolation and adaptive dark channel prior (B2P+ADCP); Berman and Shai [11] introduce a nonlocal prior. Moreover, the image dehazing based on deep learning has also achieved good performance. For example, Ren et al. [12] propose a multi-scale convolutional neural networks (MSCNN) to learn effective features from hazy images.
Along with the remarkable progress of image dehazing algorithms in the past few years, how to objectively and effectively evaluate the performance of haze removal becomes a significant issue. It can not only raise the reliability of subsequent image analysis, but also facilitate the performance comparisons of different dehazing algorithms to shed light on possible directions for improvement.
However, not much effort has been devoted to this aspect.
Currently, subjective evaluation is widely applied for dehazed images. The subjective evaluation is easy to perform, however, it lacks the uniform evaluation standard and strongly affected by the individual cognition. Furthermore, there have been a few attempts to obtain an objective evaluation result [13] - [19] . Dubbed blind/referenceless image spatial quality evaluator (BRISQUE) [13] and effective detail intensity (EDI) [14] are two typical no-reference (NR) objective methods, which refer to automatic quantitative evaluation of dehazed image without any reference images. In addition, some scholars employ a hazy image as a reference for evaluation. Hautiere et al. [15] propose a measure based on the ratio of visible edges, saturation pixel and gradient between hazy image and restored image. There are three indexes in this method, while different index indicates different evaluation results and easily to get a non-uniform result. Moreover, in addition to the development in artificial intelligence, the evaluation methods based on machine learning have been emerged [16] , [17] , but the establishment of dataset and feature extraction is very time-consuming.
The lack of a perfect quality haze-free image is the great challenge for this issue. Guo et al. [18] propose an evaluation approach based on synthetic hazy images, which refers to two methods of obtaining synthetic hazy image by using professional computer software. Subsequently, the fullreference (FR) evaluation indexes are used to get an evaluation result. However, due to the reduced level of generality of the scenes as computer-generated images, some parameter settings are not valid for real scenarios. Ancuti et al. [19] have proposed a dehazing image evaluation method based on the D-HAZY dataset, which can make a quantitative assessment of dehazing algorithms by using D-HAZY dataset. Since the images in D-HAZY dataset are all indoor images, it is hard to see haze therein. As a consequence, the evaluation result is lacking in conviction.
To sum up, there is no a commonly acceptable technique for evaluating dehazing performance. Among the above image quality assessment (IQA) for dehazed images, the method based on synthetic hazy images is the only one that can make full use of FR evaluation index, while the FR quality evaluation is the most reliable and accurate.
In this paper, we introduce an effective approach to evaluate the performance of the dehazing algorithms based on a synthetic outdoor hazy images dataset, which is different from the existing methods mentioned above. Since it is difficult to simultaneously acquire hazy images and clear reference images, we will synthesize haze in original images with complex and multiple scenes, and built a dataset that contains ground truth reference images, synthetic hazy images, depth maps and transmission maps of the same scene. Because the generation of synthetic hazy images is based on physical model and strongly related to the depth information, a corresponding hazy scene with high fidelity can be created. Finally, we perform a quantitative evaluation for typical dehazing algorithms by using the method proposed in this paper.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) According to the statistics of a large number of outdoor images, a depth estimation method based on geometric and edge information is proposed. This method first creates three kinds of depth templates, and a vanishing point detection algorithm based on road extraction is provided to perform the sub-regional depth assignment to the images.
(2) A synthetic outdoor hazy images dataset, consisting of original haze-free images, depth maps (estimated by proposed depth estimation method), transmission maps and hazy images, is built for evaluating the performance of various dehazing methods.
(3) A full-reference quality evaluation scheme is presented by which a comprehensive assessment of several typical single-image dehazing algorithms is performed on our dataset. The experimental results demonstrate the superior consistency of subjective and objective evaluation of the proposed method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the related work and the selection of dataset. In section III, a depth estimation method based on geometric and edge information is proposed. Section IV elaborates on the synthetic hazy image dataset, which can be applied to evaluate the dehazing algorithms. Section V presents the experimental results, followed by conclusions in Section VI. The last section are acknowledgements.
II. RELATED WORK
This paper aims to propose a reasonable and effective evaluation method and establish an evaluation system for dehazing algorithms. It involves the work of objective evaluation indicators and subjective evaluation methods. Since we need to generate depth maps to synthesize hazy images, the depth generation method is required. Moreover, the selection of dataset is explained in this section.
A. IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT 1) FR QUALITY EVALUATION
FR quality evaluation is a relatively reliable IQA method, it has been extensively studied and an amount of achievements have been made. Among them, mean squared error (MSE), signal to noise ratio (SNR), and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) are the simplest and most widely used methods, but these methods are not adaptable. The weighted PSNR (WPSNR) is defined as an extension of the traditional PSNR, which takes into account the local human visual system (HVS) sensitivity.
Wang and Bovik [20] propose a universal objective index (UQI). Instead of using traditional error summation methods, UQI uses the loss of correlation, luminance distortion and contrast distortion to model degraded images. Wang et.al hold that structural information reflects the 20482 VOLUME 6, 2018 structural features of the scene, and propose the concept of structural similarity index (SSIM) [21] , which has been applied to image quality evaluation successfully.
Feature similarity (FSIM) is a relatively new featuresimilarity index for FR IQA, which is proposed by Zhang et al. [22] . FSIM employs phase congruency (PC) for quality evaluation and makes it as the primary feature when calculating feature similarity. Taking into account that the contrast will affect the image quality, FSIM introduces the gradient magnitude (GM) as the secondary feature. An additional advantage of FSIM over other methods is that it can be used to color images by means of a simple extension, which is named FSIMc [22] . FSIMc considers the chrominance information and converts the RGB color space to YIQ, thus making the evaluation results more reliable.
Many researchers have developed a number of methods for statistical modeling of natural scene statistics, where information fidelity criterion (IFC) [23] is the typical one. IFC method holds that IQA could be analyzed by using an information theoretic framework, in which a source transmits information through a channel to a receiver. Therefore, image quality can be evaluated by measuring the amount of common information between the degraded images and the original images. Compared with other HVS-based methods, the greatest feature of IFC is that it does not need to configure any parameters of HVS and can be calculated easily.
Since the FR evaluation methods rely on the original reference images, the pixel-level calculation of the original image and the degraded image can be performed. The quality difference can be calculated accurately and quantitatively. However, it is precisely because the FR evaluation methods are completely dependent on original reference images, they are limited in many areas of practical applications, such as the evaluation for dehazing algorithms. 
2) SUBJECTIVE QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Mean opinion score (MOS) and difference MOS (DMOS) are representative methods of subjective evaluation, which can judge the image quality by normalizing the scores given by viewers. Table 1 lists the five levels of international standards of subjective evaluation. DMOS requires the original reference images, and it reflects the mean score of quality differences between the degraded image and the original image. Whereas, MOS dose not need the reference images, which reflects the quality scores of the degraded images directly. The DMOS value is calculated based on MOS, and the expression is as follows:
where d represents the differences between the original reference image and degraded image, MOS o is the MOS value of the original reference image, and MOS d is the MOS value of the degraded image. By normalizing d to 0-100 range, we can get the DMOS value. Smaller DMOS value means less distortion and better image quality, and vice versa.
B. ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING MODEL
The atmospheric scattering model [24] is widely used to describe the generation of the hazy images. The model can be expressed as follows:
where I (x) represents the light intensity from the observers, J (x) is the actual radiance of the scene, A is the atmospheric light, t = e −βd(x) means the transmission coefficient, β is the atmospheric scattering coefficient, and d(x) represents the distance from camera to observers at the position x in the image. According to the atmospheric scattering model, hazy images can be generated by using original images, depth information and other parameters. We can control the haze thickness by setting the value of β, so that different concentrations of virtual hazes can be generated to approach the realworld hazy scenes.
C. DEPTH ESTIMATION BASED ON DEEP LEARNING
The depth map plays an important role in the process of synthetic hazy images. In general, a reasonable depth map should be the same size as the original image, and the depth of each pixel should be reflected point-to-point. However, the depth map is difficult to obtain in reality, and most outdoor images do not have ground truth depth map.
Currently, depth estimation based on deep learning is a relatively accurate method. Liu et al. [25] propose a framework which combines the advantages of the deep convolution neural network (DCNN) and continuous conditional random fields, to estimate the depth map. This method can solve the problem of function optimization in backpropagation. However, there are some flaws in the depth map estimated by this method. For the sky region, the depth information is affected by the surrounding scenery, which results in halo effect on the depth map. Moreover, the depth of sky region should be theoretically the same value, but the deep learning method would generate different depth values in the sky region. The flaws of the sky region are marked with black boxes in Fig. 2 . For the non-sky region, the depth of some objects should change smoothly rather than drastically, such as windows of the building or the zebra crossing. However, the blocking effect appears in these areas in the depth map obtained by this method, as indicated by the white boxes in Fig. 2 . Besides, there are some areas of inaccurate estimation that the depth values are overall lower, as shown in the red boxes marked in Fig. 2 . The images are taken from FRIDA dataset.
In order to synthesize the hazy image accurately, the correct depth information is required. One of the ongoing research set out in this paper is designed to make up for the deficiencies of the depth map mentioned above, to get a more accurate depth map. To solve the problem in sky region, we separate the sky region in the image. To solve the other problems, we generate a new depth map based on the geometric prior information to refine them in the next section.
D. CHOOSING DEPTH DATASETS
To quantitatively analyze the accuracy of estimated depth maps, a dataset that contains ground truth depth maps is required. Existing datasets containing ground truth images mainly include FRIDA dataset [26] , [27] , Middlebury dataset [28] , NYU v2 Kinect dataset [29] and MAKE 3D dataset [30] . Both the Middlebury dataset and the NYU v2 Kinect dataset are indoor scene dataset, so it is not reasonable to use images in these datasets to generate the synthetic hazy images. The MAKE 3D dataset contains a lot of outdoor images and their corresponding depth maps captured by 3-D scanner and lasers. But the maximum value of the laser scanning is 80, so the depth value in the sky region is 80, which will result in a certain loss and error in the depth information. More crucially, the ground truth images contained in the MAKE 3D dataset are not the same size as the original images. Therefore, we cannot compare the depth maps estimated in this paper with ground truth objectively and quantitatively. The FRIDA dataset contains a variety of urban road images with the angles of view close to the driver's perspective in a vehicle. The ground truth images in this dataset are not only pixel-by-pixel correspondence, but the depth in the sky region is also given the correct values, so we can make an objective comparison between the ground truth and the estimated depth maps. Unfortunately, FRIDA is a virtual scene dataset, which cannot well reflect the depth information of real-world scenes.
Accordingly, we employ MAKE 3D dataset to summarize the depth change rules for outdoor images, and apply FRIDA dataset to generate depth maps. In order to verify the effectiveness of our method, real-world images are also used for processing. The real-world images applied in this paper are from the Internet.
III. DEPTH ESTIMATION BASED ON GEOMETRIC AND EDGE INFORMATION
As mentioned above, getting a reasonable depth map is the key to the process of a hazy image generation. Therefore, in this section, we propose an effective depth estimation method which combines the geometric and edge information.
The depth estimation described in this paper can be divided into five parts, as shown in Fig. 1 . The first part is the sky segmentation based on threshold. Using the method [25] , we can get the first depth map, named as D_dpl. Then the sky region is added into D_dpl, to get a depth map we called D_dpls. In the second part, three kinds of depth templates based on a geometric priori are first created. Further, in order to describe the depth changes of more scenes, a vanishing point detection based on ground extraction is proposed. Employing the depth templates, vanishing points, and sky segmentations in the third part, we carry out sub-regional depth assignment to get the depth map based on geometric information, named as D_geo. Next, we weight D_geo and D_dpls by using higher order statistics (HOS) [31] , [32] , to get a final depth map. After all, we employ the final depth map to generate a hazy image according to the atmospheric scattering model.
A. SKY SEGMENTATION
It is known that the sky is in a relatively infinite distance and its depth value should be infinity. However, as we discussed in section II, D_dpl not only exists halo phenomenon in the sky region, but also has large areas of estimation errors. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the depth of the sky region. To achieve the goal, we perform the sky segmentation and assign the maximum value to the sky region. The accurate sky segmentation is also needed in generating D_geo.
In general, the sky region in the image has the following two features: the average brightness of the sky is higher than that of the ground and the grayscale is relatively flat. Wang et al. [33] have found that using the thresholds of gradient magnitude and brightness to represent the above features makes it easier to identify the sky region. They first find out all the smooth and bright regions, then select the largest connected region as the sky region. The method is reproduced in this paper, and the results are as shown in Fig. 13 . Among them, the last two are real-world images, and other images are all from the FRIDA dataset.
Adding the sky segmentation result into D_dpl and assigning the depth of sky region to the maximum value, we can get D_dpls.
B. DEPTH ESTIMATION BASED ON GEOMETRIC PRIOR
According to the statistics of a large number of outdoor images, it is found that the changes of the depth have a certain law. That is, from the bottom of an image to the upper part, the depth is increasing gradually [34] . Thus, we create a bottom-to-top (b-to-t) depth template which indicates the depth information in the horizontal direction. Most outdoor image depths change to meet the depth priori template created above, but some scenes are not facing the camera directly due to the angle of the image shooting or other reasons. So if we only use the b-to-t template to generate the depth map, it will not be reasonable. To cope with the changes of the angle in the image shooting, the other two depth templates are constructed: the left-to-right (l-to-r) template and the right-toleft (r-to-l) template, which reflect the depth information in the vertical direction. For the b-to-t template, depth changes are only related to the number of rows, whereas for the l-to-r template and r-to-l template, depth changes are only related to the number of columns. These three kinds of depth templates and their corresponding scenes can be seen in Fig. 3 . The images are taken from MAKE 3D dataset.
According to the foreshortening effects, there will be a difference of the depth change between the real-world scenes and images, when moving the same distance in the upper and lower parts of the image plane. That is, the bottom of the image is generally near to the camera, and the depth does not change greatly in the real-world scene when there is a certain move. The top of the image with this opposite. So we use f (x) = e x as a basic function to construct depth templates, whose slope increases with the increase of x. Taking the upper left corner of an image as the origin, then the formulas for constructing the three kinds of priori templates are derived as follows:
(1) b-to-t depth template:
where
(2) l-to-r depth template:
(3) r-to-l depth template:
and (i, j) is the coordinate position information of the image, h and w are the height and width of the image; depth_max represents the maximum depth value, depth_min represents the minimum depth value. depth_max and depth_min can be adjusted according to different scenes. However, there are some inaccuracies in sky depth by only using the three templates, which can be corrected by the sky segmentation mentioned above.
The vanishing point and lines in the image reflect the direction information, structural information and spatial position information in the image scene. If the vanishing point is outside the image, the depth changes of the image can be expressed by weighting the b-to-t depth template and another one. Therefore, we can use the detection results of vanishing point to determine the coefficients to combine the different templates.
According to the detection results, we calculate the average angle of vanishing lines asᾱ, and then we define δ as 45 and α δ as the proportion of geometric angle, which is a parameter that measures the different proportion of different form of depth templates. There are two forms of the depth maps: one is the b-to-t combining with the l-to-r template, the other is the b-to-t combining with r-to-l template, which can be seen in formula (8) :
where D_bt(i, j) represents the b-to-t template, D_lrrl(i, j) represents the l-to-r or the r-to-l template, and d_geo(i, j) represents the superposition of the two templates. Fig. 4 shows the situation where the vanishing point is on the right side of the image. Adding the sky segmentation into d_geo(i, j), we can get the depth map D_geo(i, j). 
C. VANISHING POINT DETECTION BASED ON GROUND EXTRACTION
In the last subsection, we calculate the proportion of geometric angle by using vanishing point to combine different templates, when the vanishing point is outside the image. However, for more scenes, the vanishing point is located inside the image, as shown in Fig. 5 . It is obvious that the depth changes of the image should be divided into that of the ground, the left and right regions, as well as the sky, which can no longer be simply reflected by the superimposition of two templates. Therefore, a vanishing point detection method based on road extraction is proposed to carry out the sub-regional depth assignment to the image. Based on the Hough transform, we add median filtering and two kinds of edge detection algorithms to remove some interferences, such as roadside buildings, zebra crossing, and trees. Then we divide the extraction of road lines into left and right sides according to geometric information. Finally, we find out the vanishing point by using the final selected road lines. The specific algorithm flow is shown in Table 2 . Here, for simplicity, we set the threshold of Sobel and Canny operator by default, since we observe through the experiments that the threshold value has an unnoticeable affect on the vanishing point detection. The final vanishing point detection results are shown in Fig. 6 .
Combining with the sky segmentation and depth templates, we can obtain a more universal kind of depth map. We first perform the b-to-l depth template on the extracted ground, then add the sky region. For the left side of the vanishing point, the l-to-r depth template is applied. Whereas, to the right side of the vanishing point, we use the r-to-l depth template. After all, D_geo can be further obtained. The generation process is shown in Fig. 14. In Fig. 6 and Fig. 14 , the last two images are real-world images, and others are taken from the FRIDA dataset.
D. THE FINALLY DEPTH GENERATION
Above we get the two depth maps, that are D_dpls and D_geo. D_dpls only corrects the depth errors in the sky region, and it still has inaccurate estimation in many areas as mentioned in section II. On other hand, D_geo reflects the overall change rule and trend of the depth, which can make up for the deficiency of D_dpls. However, its depth changes are too slight in some edges. Hence, if we combine these two kinds of depth maps together, a more accurate depth map can be obtained. To achieve the goal, this subsection introduces higher order statistics (HOS), which can measure the richness of the details in the image. If the image details are rich and the edges are clear, the HOS value of the image will be large, and vice versa. D_geo changes smoothly overall, while D_dpls appears more pronounced at the non-depth edges, especially for block effects. Therefore, the proportion of D_geo in the final depth map should be increased appropriately when the details of the non-depth edges are relatively rich. Conversely, the proportion of D_dpls should be increased. According that, we apply HOS to design parameter ω, which indicates the detail intensity. The expression of ω is as follows:
VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 8. The process of quality evaluation proposed in this paper. where H (D_dpls) denotes the HOS value of D_dpls and H (D_geo) denotes the HOS value of D_geo. The final depth can be obtained by using ω to combine D_geo and D_dpls, it can be expressed by formula (10):
where D_f (i, j) represents the final depth. We use ω to control the proportion of D_geo in the final depth map and use (1−ω) to control that of D_dpls. The larger the ω value is, the larger proportion of D_geo should be.
The generation results are shown in Fig. 15 . For a more intuitive comparison, the original images, ground truth, and D_dpl are given. It can be seen from Fig. 15 that the geometric prior can make the trend of the depth changes more conform to the real-world scenes. It can be reflected in the correction of the large areas of depth inaccurate estimation and the flaws of sky region. Moreover, it also weakens the block effect caused by great depth change. The images are taken from FRIDA dataset.
In order to quantitatively verify the improvement of the final depth obtained in this paper, we calculate MSE, PSNR, UQI and SSIM between the final depth map and ground truth, by using 45 images from FRIDA dataset. As a comparison, we also conduct the same calculations between the D_dpl and the ground truth. The results are shown in the Fig. 7 .
The depth map obtained in this paper gets a smaller value of MSE, larger value of PSNR, UQI and SSIM, which means that the depth map based on geometric priori and edge information weighted is more similar to ground truth. Compared with the D_dpl, it is significantly improved.
IV. SYNTHETIC HAZY IMAGES DATASET A. DATASET CREATION
Assuming the haze is to be homogenous, the synthetic hazy image can be obtained by using the final depth map according to the atmospheric scattering model. Thereby we can establish a synthetic hazy images dataset for IQA of dehazed images, which contains original haze-free images, depth [7] . (d) B2P+ADCP [10] . (e) MSCNN [12] . (f) Meng [5] . (g) No-local [11] . (h) SDCP [9] . (i) Tarel [6] . (j) Zhu [8] . (k) Fattal [4] . (l) Contrast [3] . maps, transmittance maps and hazy images. The hazy images in our dataset are generated based on the depth change rule of outdoor images, which makes it closer to the haze in realworld scenes. Wherein, taking into account the effect of noise and the thicknesses of haze, the scattering coefficient β is set as 0.05, 0.08 and 0.11 respectively to control the haze thicknesses. Each of the β values are added to the noise with different SNR, including SNR is 20dB, 40dB and no noise.
As shown in Fig. 16 , the first column is original images, the remaining three columns are depth maps, transmittance maps, and hazy images. This set of images with atmospheric light A is 0.9, scattering coefficient β is 0.08, SNR = 20dB.
B. PROCESS OF EVALUATION
The process of quality evaluation is shown in Fig. 8 . It is divided into three steps. First, we synthesis the hazy VOLUME 6, 2018 [7] . (d) B2P+ADCP [10] . (e) MSCNN [12] . (f) Meng [5] . (g) No-local [11] . (h) SDCP [9] . (i) Tarel [6] . (j) Zhu [8] . (k) Fattal [4] . (l) Contrast [3] . image, then dehazing algorithms are performed. In the third step, the haze-free image is taken as a reference for FR evaluation, which employs multiple indexes and entropyweighting method [37] .
Using the multiple pairs of reference images in the dataset, we can solve the problem that the dehazed images cannot be evaluated by using the FR evaluation indexes, due to the lack of reasonable haze-free images. So we can select some FR indexes with different evaluation aspects and high recognition to make an assessment for dehazed images. In order to ensure the reliability of the result, we introduce the entropy-weighting method to make a comprehensive evaluation of multi-index. The entropy method can determine the weight of the index according to the degree of the value variation, and provides the basis for the comprehensive evaluation. Note that the entropy is a strictly monotone increasing function in uncertainty. A smaller uncertainty indeed results in a smaller entropy, and vice versa. Hence, we can judge the degree of dispersion of each index by calculating the entropy value. As an index´s dispersion degree becomes larger, it has more impact in the comprehensive evaluation, and thus the weight of the index should be greater. Finally, we can obtain more reliable evaluation results.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In the last section, we obtain a synthetic hazy images dataset that can be applied to evaluate the performance of dehazing algorithms. To verify its effectiveness, we carry out extensive experiments on the 20 images from the dataset to see whether there is a consistency of subjective and objective evaluation.
First, we apply some of the existing dehazing algorithms to our test images, including typical restoration-based algorithms [4] - [12] , enhancement-based method [3] , deep learning method [12] , and the relatively new method [11] . Then we use eight FR evaluation indexes, i.e. MSE, PSNR, WPSNR, UQI, SSIM, IFC, FSIM and FSIMc to make an assessment of the dehazed images from different aspects. Specifically, the smaller MSE value and the larger PSNR, UQI, SSIM, IFC, WPSNR, FSIM and FSIMc values denote the fact that the 20490 VOLUME 6, 2018 dehazed images are closer to the original haze-free images. Afterwards, we calculate the final score of different dehazing methods by weighting each evaluation index and averaging the results on all the test images. The corresponding dehazing algorithm works better if the final score of the dehazed image is larger. Finally, we use DMOS method for subjective evaluation to compare with the objective results.
Smaller DMOS value means better image quality, and vice versa. The people involved in subjective evaluation come from School of Telecommunication Engineering, Xidian University, China, a total of 20 people, including professionals and non-professionals.
As a comparison with our method, the NR objective evaluation is performed. We use the methods of visible edge, the BRISQUE (BRI) and the effective detail intensity (EDI). Among them, visible edge will compare a dehazed image with a hazy image, by calculating the visible edge ratio e, saturated pixel ratio σ and gradientr. The less σ value is, the larger e,r, BRISQUE and EDI values are, and the better the effect of the dehazed algorithm is.
A. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As we discuss in the section IV, hazy images are divided into different haze thicknesses and different SNR, we will discuss the two separately.
1) DIFFERENT HAZE THICKNESSES
Taking SNR = 40dB as an example, Fig. 9 shows the average values of the 20 images at different haze thicknesses. In Fig. 9 , Final score represents the objective evaluation results by using our method, DMOS represents the subjective evaluation results. When β = 0.05, it means that the mists are added into the images. and B2P+ADCP, which can meet the results of the subjective evaluation. In the case of heavy fogs, dehazing algorithms with better effect have made a big difference, but the objective evaluation result is still consistent with the subjective. To sum up, the algorithms with better dehazing effect are various at different haze thicknesses, while there is always a consistency of subjective and objective evaluation results.
2) DIFFERENT SNR
Taking β = 0.08 as an example, Fig. 10 shows the average values of the 20 images at different SNR, including SNR = 20dB, 40dB and no noise. As indicated in Fig. 10 , subjective and objective evaluation results are still consistent, under different SNR. Moreover, noise has little effect on the dehazing. When the haze thickness does not change and only SNR changes, the results of the dehazing algorithms float very small. 
3) APPLICATION EXAMPLES
Take any one set of images in the dataset as an example. Fig. 11 demonstrates the dehazed images obtained by the above algorithms. For this image, β = 0.08, SNR = 40dB.
As seen from the dehazing results, methods (d), (i), (k), and (l) have apparent heavy distortion in the dehazed images. The dehazed images obtained by methods Zhu et al. and SDCP do not remove the haze completely. By comparison, methods (c), (e), (k), and (g) can achieve better dehazing results.
We empoly the objective evaluation indexes mentioned above to make an assessment, use entropy-weighting method to conduct a comprehensive result, and then make a comparison with DMOS values. Table 3 shows the results. For every index, the four best results in each column are highlighted in bold. Specifically, for MSE and DMOS, four smallest data are chose, while for the rest indexes, four largest data are selected. It can be seen that MSCNN method has the best result. Meng et al., He et al., and Non-local methods are also better than other for this image. Comparing the results with previous subjective feelings, it is found that the objective evaluation result is consistent with the DMOS result, which shows that the proposed method gives an accurate evaluation.
In the following, the NR objective evaluation indexes that are composed of the visible edge ratio e, saturated pixel ratio σ , gradientr, BRI and EDI will be calculated to compare with our method. The results are shown in Table 4 , in which the four best results for each index are highlighted in bold. From Table 4 , the visible edge method which contains three evaluation indexes is prone to get a non-uniform result. The B2P+ADCP is the only one that has a unity of the three indicators, but does not meet the subjective evaluation result. Moreover, the values of the BRI and EDI are also irregular. Overall, they cannot have a uniform evaluation result and do not consistent with the subjective feelings. Therefore, the NR evaluation method is not objective and reliable.
Then taking another example of real-world images. For this image, β = 0.05, SNR = 20dB, as shown in Fig. 12 . The B2P+ADCP and SDCP method appear oversaturation in dehazed images. He et al., Tarel, and Fattal have heavy distortion in the whole image, especially in the sky region. The method (l) does not remove the haze completely, and the distortion of the ground is serious. Compared with them, the methods of (e), (f), (g), and (j) can achieve better dehazing results for this image. The objective evaluation results can be seen in the Table 5, and Table 6 shows the NR evaluation results. The meaning of values in bold is same as above.
From the two tables, we can get the same conclusions as above. For this image, the results of subjective and objective evaluation are still consistent. The NR methods cannot yield a uniform evaluation result and are not consistent with the subjective results. Further, it can be seen that the method proposed in this paper can more accurately show the differences between the dehazed images and hazy-free images, so as to reflect the quality of the dehazed images restored by different dehazing algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION
In order to solve the problem of the IQA deficiency for dehazed images, we have proposed a quantitative performance evaluation method on synthetic hazy images. Specifically, we establish a synthetic hazy images dataset that can be applied to make an assessment for the dehazing algorithms. For the purpose of getting a synthetic hazy image, we introduce a novel depth estimation method based on geometric priori and edge information, which first creates three kinds of depth templates and proposes a detection of vanishing point based on road extraction.The simulation results verify the consistency of subjective and objective evaluation of the proposed method.
However, the current geometric model we adopted in this paper is relatively simple, which has better adaptability to limited scenes (e.g. urban road). Therefore, in the future work, we will conduct more research on how to objectively and effectively evaluate the performance of dehazing algorithms for more application scenarios.
